Selective Listening Point (SLP) Audio [Niwa et al., 2008] SLP audio provides higher degree of freedom concerned with reproducing and creating acoustic environment.
User can virtually change sound source location and create new contents.
A method for estimating the sound source distance using a small-size array must be required.
1. Recording with a dodecahedral microphone array that has 60 microphones 2. Applying PCA and FDICA to extract Q quasi-independent signals 3. Calculating the DOAs of each quasi-independent signal from Q×K ICA weight vectors 4. Pattern classification of the distributions (histograms)
Results in discriminating the 6 distance classes
The proposed method is evaluated at 70 source positions. A method for estimating the sound source distance using a small-size array was proposed.
Using the distribution pattern of quasi-independent signal components that corresponds to the synthetic sources of direct and echo sounds as a cue for estimating sound source distance The average error of proposed method was 0.33 m error and it is feasible for SLP audio system.
Future works include evaluations with multiple source conditions and robustness for environmental conditions. • Not easy to be used outside of the laboratory BSS and DOA estimation method using a small-size microphone array was proposed. [Ogasawara et al., 2010] • A method of estimating sound source distance hasn't been discussed. 
